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The G.O.P. could really use a remarkably successful policy entrepreneur. 

Last week, Bernie Sanders released the latest version of his “Medicare for all” plan, which would 

establish a federally run single-payer system to finance care for everyone in the United States. 

The plan has changed little from its previous iterations, but there is one crucial difference: This 

version is backed by several of Mr. Sanders’s rivals for the Democratic presidential nomination. 

Republicans are, by most appearances, thrilled — or at least relieved — to be running against 

Mr. Sanders and his plan, which would wipe out most private health insurance coverage, with 

prominent Republican politicians from President Trump on down taking repeated swipes at the 

idea. 

But rather than simply mocking him, Republicans should take a minute to learn from what he has 

accomplished, and how. You don’t have to support single payer — I certainly don’t — to see 

that Mr. Sanders has been remarkably successful as a policy entrepreneur. 

Working as an outsider over the course of a long political career, he has moved a sweeping and 

radical idea into the mainstream of Democratic policymaking. In doing so, he has modeled a 

certain kind of tenacious political salesmanship, using the Senate and his presidential campaigns 

as platforms to advance a major policy idea without initial backing from party leadership. 

Few if any legislators on the right are attempting anything comparable. And yet they could. The 

strategies Mr. Sanders employed would be available to any Republican or independent right-of-

center politician inclined to use them. 

First, and most important, he had a clear vision, and he has tirelessly made the case for that 

vision and the benefits he believes it will provide: coverage for everyone, no premiums or co-

payments, no maze of insurance paperwork to navigate. When Mr. Sanders talks about Medicare 

for All, he doesn’t treat it as a bureaucratic system, a complex piece of legislation to be 

explained. Instead, he is relentlessly focused on why he believes his ideas would improve the 

lives of ordinary voters. 

That persistence is another of Mr. Sanders’s strengths. The latest version of his Medicare for All 

legislation is the fifth iteration, a sign of his long-term commitment not only to the broad strokes 

of the idea but also to legislation that gives it shape and form. Building on the democratic 

socialist politics of his youth, he has been pushing for government-run universal coverage for 

years, even in the face of considerable resistance from the Democrats he has caucused with. 

That, too, accounts for some of his success: Mr. Sanders, probably the nation’s most successful 

independent politician, has not been afraid to oppose Democratic Party leadership or work 



outside of traditional partisan power structures. Instead, over the years, he has built his own base 

of political power, including the Congressional Progressive Caucus, a group for liberal 

legislators that he helped found and led in the 1990s. In the process, he has helped promote 

others who share his ideas and can echo and amplify his message — lawmakers like the co-

chairwoman of the Progressive Caucus, Representative Pramila Jayapal, who recently introduced 

a single-payer plan that is, if anything, more far-reaching than Mr. Sanders’s. 

The radicalism of single payer has long been seen as a drawback, but Mr. Sanders has arguably 

used it to his advantage. Instead of pushing for incremental tweaks, he has forced a broad 

discussion about upending the nation’s entire health care system in one fell swoop. In fact, he has 

recently rejected some of the more incrementalist tweaks to Obamacare favored by party 

leadership. 

Mr. Sanders has paired his radicalism with transparency and a willingness, at least up to a point, 

to talk about some of the trade-offs his plan would require. He has been blunt about the fact that 

his plan would largely eliminate private insurance and has argued that this is both necessary and 

good. 

At the same time, he has left some of the most difficult policy questions open for discussion — 

in particular the problem of how to finance the significant increase in government spending that 

Medicare for all would entail. Here, his strategy seems to be to open the floor for discussion, 

allowing third parties to present various ideas, and then see which ones, if any, take hold. 

In the end, it may still not be enough. A full-fledged Sanders-style single payer system is almost 

certainly too disruptive, too fiscally burdensome, too big a political lift, at least for the 

foreseeable future. And Mr. Sanders’s brand of cantankerous democratic socialism would pose 

real risks if he was installed in the presidency, where he would be expected to manage and 

govern rather than simply campaign. 

Yet even in defeat, he is likely to come out ahead. Over the past several years, he has pushed 

Democrats in Congress and the progressive policy apparatus — think tanks, activist 

organizations, academic influencers — to think seriously about ways to move closer to his goal, 

laying the groundwork for a big health care push at the next opportunity. Democrats may not 

follow his exact plans, but the party is now chasing his vision. 

Mr. Sanders doesn’t deserve all the credit for Democrats’ leftward turn, but he was ready and 

waiting when it happened. And he has thus provided Republicans and others on the right with a 

model — not of policy design, but of legislative advocacy, of using the power of the Senate and 

a presidential campaign to build support for a major substantive idea. 

Republicans have, on occasion, pressed similarly to bring issues to the fore — think of Rand 

Paul’s opposition to federal surveillance policy. But there’s no Republican who has played a 

similar role on health care, and none who appears poised to do so. And any Republican 

lawmaker who wanted to do so would need to have a big idea, like, say, the conservative health 

analyst Avik Roy’s plan to restructure Medicare, or the Cato Institute health policy scholar 

Michael Cannon’s idea for large, tax-free health savings accounts. 

Instead, Republicans tend to work within the system, defer to leadership and duck difficult 

questions about trade-offs. Needless to say, there’s hardly a policy vision to guide them. 

https://www.nationalaffairs.com/publications/detail/saving-medicare-from-itself
https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/articles/cannon-large-health-savings-accounts.pdf


But if Republicans want to become, as President Trump says, the “party of health care,” Mr. 

Sanders has demonstrated the sort of long-term, dogged effort it is likely to take. His single-

payer plan may thus prove to be a gift to Republicans in more ways than one. 

 


